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                                            Question Paper Specific Instructions 

Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting questions: 

There are 12 questions divided into two parts printed in English  

All Questions are compulsory 

The number of marks carried by a question/part is indicated against it. 

Keep the word limit indicated in the questions in mind. 

Any page or portion of the page left blank in the Question-cum-Answer Booklet must be clearly 

struck off. 

                                                                            Part A 

Q1(a) Explain the concept of Conflict of Interest in public institutions. How it leads to corruption? 

Suggest measures to avoid such a conflict of interest In public institutions. (150 words,10 marks) 

Q1(b) What is moral hazard? Explain by giving suitable examples. How Government intervention in the 

private sector creates a moral hazard? (150 words,10 marks) 

Q2(a) Integrity is not something you show others. It is how you behave behind their back. 

Explain the statement in Context of Civil services. (150 words,10 marks) 

Q2(b) While loyalty is an ethical value it never should be placed above one’s ethical obligation to act 

responsibly. Elaborate the statement in context of ethics of whistleblowing. (150 words,10 marks) 

Q3(a) A moral person not only must achieve just results through acts but also must employ the proper 

means and act with good intentions. Discuss the statement with suitable illustrations. (150 words,10 

marks) 

Q3(b) - What role should ethical considerations play in the conduct of international relations? Explain 

with suitable illustrations. (150 words,10 marks) 

Q4 In the context of civil services differentiate between following with suitable examples: (300 words,20 

marks) 

 

           1- Empathy and Compassion 

 

           2- Commitment and Dedication 

 

           3- Beliefs and values 

 

          4- Non-partisanship and Impartiality. 



Q5(a) Corporate governance is concerned with holding the balance between economic and social goals 

and between individual and communal goals. Explain. (150 words,10 marks) 

Q5(b) "Once the concept of sportsmanship is understood, the difference between being declared a winner 

and really winning is evident". Based on the statement differentiate between Gamesmanship and 

Sportsmanship with suitable illustrations. (150 words,10 marks) 

Q6(a) What are the main ethical issues involved in Euthanasia?  Discuss in Indian context. (150 words,10 

marks) 

Q6(b) What are the moral considerations in making the decision to reopen society while mitigating the 

risk of infections spreading? (150 words,10 marks) 

Q6(c) “Honesty is not always the best policy” Elaborate the statement in present Context (150 words,10 

marks) 

 

                                                                         Part B 

Q7- You are a young, aspiring and sincere employee in a Government office working as an assistant to 

the director of your department. Since you have joined recently, you need to learn and progress. Luckily 

your superior is very kind and ready to train you for your job. He is a very intelligent and well-informed 

person having knowledge of various departments. In short, you respect your boss and are looking forward 

to lean a lot from him. 

Since you have good tuning with the boss, he started depending on you. One day due to ill health he 

invited you at his place for finishing some urgent work. You reached his house and before you could ring 

the bell you heard shouting noises. You waited for a while. After entering the house the boss greeted you 

and explained the work. But you were constantly disturbed by the crying of a woman. At last, you 

inquired with the boss but his answer did not satisfy you. 

Next day, you were compelled to inquire further in the office and found out that his behavior is very bad 

at home with his wife. He also beats up his wife. His wife is not well educated and is a simple woman in 

comparison to her husband. you see that though your boss is a nice person in the office, he is engaged in 

domestic violence at home. 

In such a situation, you are left with the following options.  Analyse each option with its consequences.  

(a) Just ignore thinking about it because it is their personal matter. 

(b) Repost the case to the appropriate authority. 

(c) Your own innovative approach towards situation. (20 marks,250 words) 

Q8- You are aspiring to become an IAS officer and you have cleared various stages and now you have 

been selected for the personal interview. On the day of the interview, on the way to the venue you saw an 

accident where a mother and child who happen to be your relatives were badly injured. They needed 

immediate help. What would you have done in such a situation? Justify your action. (20 marks,250 

words) 

Q9- Neha  recently landed a well paying software job in a reputed company in Kolkata. She has an 

ambition to become a civil servant. She is working hard towards it. Recently she wrote the entrance for 

Prime Minister’s Rural Development Fellowship (PMRDF) and got selected as its Fellow.  Though she 



received better salary in the present job, she wanted to accept the PMRD Fellowship and work for it. She 

will be posted in a far away state from her present location. The district where she will be posted is a 

sensitive region severely affected by Naxal problem. Few days ago, few civil servants and policemen 

were killed by Naxals in an ambush. 

Neha’s parents do not want her to leave the present job. Her boyfriend with whom her marriage is fixed is 

also not supporting her. She thinks that this fellowship would equip her with skills needed to work as an 

IAS officer in case she gets selected in future.  

A) If you are in Neha’s place, what decision will you take? Give reasons.  

B) Do you think it’s right on her boyfriend’s and parents’ part to say no to her decision? Critically 

comment. (250 words,20 marks) 

Q10- Praveen successfully cleared the prestigious civil services examination and was excited about the 

opportunity that he would get through the civil services to serve the country. However, soon after joining 

the services, he realized that things are not as rosy as he had imagined. 

He found a number of malpractices prevailing in the department assigned to him. For example, funds 

under various schemes and grants were being misappropriated. The official facilities were frequently used 

for personal needs by the officers and staff. After some time, he noticed that the process of recruiting the 

staff was also not up to the mark. Prospective candidates were required to write an examination in which 

a lot of cheating was going on. Some candidates were provided external help in the examination in which 

a lot of cheating was going on. Praveen brought these incidents to notice of his seniors. However, he was 

advised to keep his eyes, ears, and mouth shut and ignore all these things which were taking place with 

the connivance of the higher-ups. Praveen felt highly disillusioned and uncomfortable. He comes to you 

seeking your advice. 

Indicate various options that you think are available in this situation. How would you help him to evaluate 

these options and choose the most appropriate path to be adopted? (250 words,20 marks) 

Q11- Now-a-days, there is an increasing thrust on economic development all around the globe. At the 

same time, there is also an increasing concern about environmental degradation caused by development. 

Many a time, we face a direct conflict between developmental activity and environmental quality. It is 

neither feasible to stop or curtail the development process, nor it is advisable to keep degrading the 

environment, as it threatens our very survival. 

Discuss some feasible strategies which could be adopted to eliminate this conflict and which could lead to 

sustainable development. (250 words,20 marks) 

Q12- You are the head of the Human Resources department of an organization. One day one of the 

workers died on duty. His family was demanding compensation. However, the company denied 

compensation because it was revealed in investigation that he was drunk at the time of the accident. The 

workers of the company went on to strike demanding compensation for the family of the deceased. The 

Chairman of the management board has asked for your recommendation. 

A) What recommendation would you provide to the management? 

B) Discuss the merits and demerits of each of the recommendation. (250 words,20 marks) 

 


